DOMINICAN REPUBLIC LUXURY VILLA KITCHEN STYLES
Luxury kitchens in Sea Horse Ranch and other villas of the North coast

Vacation rentals are great in the Dominican Republic, and when we fall in love with the beaches and blue sky, we decide to buy a villa or build it.
The kitchen is one of the most important areas in the house, and when we talk about

luxury villa kitchens, the imagination soars and we

suddenly have a million ideas coming to mind. The best option that anyone can get is to glance at many villas already designed and see if the type
of kitchen we like is found among those, luckily in a luxury villa for sale that we can afford. Or just take a look and exercise the imagination, with
the option to rent a villa that feels like the one we`re looking for. Whatever your wishes, we will show here a special report on luxury villa kitchens.
Our first pick is villa #129 in Sea Horse Ranch, showing a

modern style with solid stainless steel appliances including the hood over the

range, which looks and feels superb with fine aesthetics. The kitchen has hanging lamps and
some extra indirect lights that look phenomenal. The islands is a large working area with plenty
of space for preparing the most complete gourmet dishes and still sit friends or family in the
stools to keep conversation going. The white ceilings with separated wooden beams add a touch
of elegance, matching the tones of the flooring ceramics in pastel cream with light yellow. This is
a sort of sober look, rather simplistic but highly practical and efficient with the hanging pans by
the window over the counter. The dark wood cabinets that frame the fridge area act as a
decorative element shelf, also as a mini bar area for the kitchen itself. Viking appliances play a
major role in portraying an aura of luxury and high end living in this magnificent villa kitchen. The
property is a beachfront house with spacious living areas and a wide perspective design in the
finest gated community of Sosua, Dominican Republic. Some additional photos of the villa are below to see the general house design.

Our second featured kitchen shows classic modern touches in black and granite, featuring high end appliances in polished silver as seen in most exclusive
kitchens of luxury villas worldwide. This chef`s dream belongs to villa SHR #1, which is a magnificent
work of

art and architecture

put together in the elegant oceanfront

community of Sea Horse Ranch. The centrally placed island has a bell type hood in stainless atop a fancy
range mounted on a beautiful granite top supported by a custom designed cabinet with flat, oversized
metal handles that follow the same line throughout the ample kitchen. The stools are made of silver
metal in stainless too with brown cover. This kitchen was designed next to the outside pergola, which is
the best area for al fresco dining in the villa, facing the ocean and swimming pool area. The overall décor
of the villa is

purely contemporary, using black and white as a main basis for other vibrant

colors in the works of art, such as blue, yellow and red. The tall cabinets in black are the perfect
background for the shiny metal appliances of well known international brands. This is a kitchen built with
entertainment in mind, just the right size for a true gourmet cook or chef who likes to live a laid back life by the ocean cooking great meals for family and friends.
The villa itself is a 10 million dollar luxury home built on an oceanfront cliff within an exclusive gated community between Sosua and Cabarete in the Dominican
Republic. Since it is available as a real estate investment or vacation rental, you can enjoy this beautiful kitchen in your next vacation in the island. Feel free to
inquire details on how to book it or have a tour; this is a place for someone special who can afford the finest lifestyle in the Caribbean. Take a look at some extra
pictures of this Dominican Republic villa for sale below.

Clearly it shows that this villa needed a specially designed kitchen to match the creative job done in the architectural design and decoration. The blue ocean
background shows off against the white ceiling and walls, and feels great when the horizon line blends in with the white oak strip wooden flooring. The same
balance of size and space seen in the kitchen and its fabulous cabinets are reproduced in the dining room table high chairs set in a central position of the room.
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Mediterranean is the key note when it comes to certain kitchens built such as villa SHR #72`s, mixing white marble tops with beautiful native
mahogany wood in reddish tones. One of the best features of this rather small but

cozy looking

cooking spot is the bell hood above the metal and black gas range. It seems to have been
commissioned or custom built on site. Can`t clearly make out the materials but on first glance it looks
professionally made into its position (don`t take our word). The kitchen is twice what it looks like in the
photo, there is a lot more space to its right where the fridge stands, which can`t be seen unless a
panorama picture is taken. The blue ceramic in the wall below the cabinets match the white in the hood
and outer walls, and give it an air of a true homey kitchen. The cabinets in portrait style (vertically
positioned) make an efficient use of the space, and the glass doors in the upper cabinets offer a more
open, refreshing view with the window next to the sink. The

main theme colors of this villa

are red wood, black, white and brown that matches all the furniture and Spanish style clay roof tiles.
This two bedroom villa has Doric columns supporting a solid-looking structure with vaulted ceilings and wood beams in the exterior ceiling borders as in the
Colonial Spain buildings. Marble floors throughout the house keep the same clean look in the kitchen and the wall colors follow the same light cream vanilla tone
outside. This luxury villa in the Sosua area of Puerto Plata (Dominican Republic north coast) is a Golden Treasures Real Estate top vacation rental property.

Seen from the outside, this villa resembles a small Mediterranean palace with its Doric Greek columns and the Spanish style that is a visible influence. The
antique overhead lamps and the minimalistic stair with a matching interior decoration so similar to 13th century Spanish homes. Seen on location, you have a
feeling of a modern, good looking house but once you settle you start enjoying the effort and time put by the owners to make it a cozy villa with good taste.
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Vintage is a style that defines good taste that gets better with the passage of time, and this kitchen in villa SHR #6 shows the elements of a true vintage
kitchen. The villa itself was built with a classic style based on rustic wood, stone and ceramics, sort of
a mix of

post-colonial Spanish and Mexican. The kitchen has plenty of space and

working areas, showing dark wood cabinets with outside hinges that match the beamed dark wood
ceilings. Lapis lazuli -like ceramics in the counter tops and board walls add to the warm, antique
feeling, and some stainless steel embedded appliances seem to adapt well to the overall design.
Some antique pieces of décor can be seen throughout the villa kitchen, and the mesh-styled wooden
doors in the cabinets close a perfect circle of stylish harmony with the rest of the elements in the
kitchen. The villa is set on the oceanfront community of Sea Horse Ranch, between Sosua and
Cabarete in the North coast of the

Dominican Republic. Perhaps it is the only villa in the

area that was built into nature, because instead of getting rid of the natural rocks and trees because
as you will see in the pictures, large portions of rock are part of the natural decoration of some areas, permanently.
The master suite was harmoniously crafted leaving the rock inside it, turning it into a candid tea candle holder with an almost impossible beauty. The whole villa
is painted white inside and outside, with red clay roof shingles and red wood door and windows. An exuberant garden of green grass and

tropical trees

partially cover some of the buildings in the complex, as this villa is composed of various interconnected areas. A swimming pool freely flowing in style and built
as a natural spot among rocks and trees provide a cooling area with impressive views to the gardens and the ocean. This Dominican Republic villa is not for sale
but can be rented as a vacation spot.

Its vintage looking furniture and old style appeal will be a delightful piece of conversation among drinks, and the extra amenities in the community are also an
added value. A large horse stable, three secluded beaches, club house and tennis courts are part of the gated community features available in Sea Horse Ranch.
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SPECIAL FEATURE LUXURY VILLA KITCHEN IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Classic elegance comes in white and stainless steel, and the kitchen at villa SHR #35 blends both into a perfect balance. The large island working table in
the center with the top in natural color and the pillars and structure in white are classic of some kitchens in the 1950`s. The silver appliances in built-in style
seem to be a natural occurrence in the design, and light gold color tones in the ceramic floors match evenly with the rest of the kitchen style. The hanging
chandelier is the contrast point against a background of white, matched only by the gas range top below the air extractor. Central air conditioning shows the
ducts over the fridge frame area, with Victorian style

moldings. This villa architecture is as clean as the kitchen, with neoclassic columns and very high end

finish. Few villas in the Dominican Republic are as special as this one, inside and outside. The sales price is not known because this villa is being sold per
appointment only to some serious buyers with a fat check. See some photos of this villa below
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SPECIAL FEATURE 2: VILLA KITCHEN SHR #36

SHR36 has an

open style kitchen

that flows in a symphony of red wood and white walls and counter tops. The centrally placed fridge gives a pretty

functional look, and the island in the center provides plenty of space between its borders and the cabinet areas of the kitchen. A long row of open shelves allow
displaying glassware and dinnerware as in a family home environment. This villa for sale is an

oceanfront property with very spacious areas in

the living room, bedrooms, garden areas and swimming pool. It is a classic villa that can be seen in full details as a villa for sale in the Dominican Republic.
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SPECIAL FEATURE 3: VILLA KITCHEN SHR #84

Oak wood in a modern setting has always captivated the mind of interior designers because of its clean, elegant finish. Mix that with black granite counter tops
and polished stainless steel accents and you get a functional and very inviting kitchen like the one at villa SHR #84. The fine living offered by this villa in Cabarete
is only matched by a few other villas of similar style. The interior design shows excellent taste, with modern style light fixtures and art works.
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This is a first article written for a series on villa design and architecture, by Golden Treasures in the Dominican Republic. We will be adding new kitchen styles
and information in the next few months, to be published in our Dominican Republic villas blog.

Golden Treasures Luxury Villas
Dominican Republic
www.goldenkeymanagement.com

Luxury Villa Kitchen resources:
http://www.kitchenelegance.co.uk
http://www.luxurykitchens.ca
http://www.bentwoodkitchens.com
http://www.luxurykitchendesigner.com

